The Artist

Our grandfathers passed down the values to us to have strength and to care for ourselves and our extended families. Even in today’s contemporary society we must extend those values and belief systems into new contemporary methods of sustainability.

— Duane Linklater, University of Alberta Fine Arts Student

Duane Linklater is Mushkekowak Eninowak (Swampy Cree) from James Bay, Moose Factory, Ontario and is currently residing in the Edmonton area. He attends the University of Alberta completing a degree in Native Studies and Fine Arts. He has shown work in the Edmonton area in various venues since he moved there and continues to work at his paintings for future shows and galleries. This painting entitled “Honor Song: Kohkom’pan” is an expression of the values that the grandmothers hand down to us and the culture that they embody in their own artistic expressions, such as storytelling and beadwork. Duane can be reached via e-mail at duanel@ualberta.ca.